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THE MAGIC SWORD
April 22. 1996

o

Charles H. Lang

Walter Wink, a well known biblical scholar, says
that "the most powerful religion in America is not
Christianity but belief in the redemptive power of
violence."
Is that true and, if so, what does it mean?
That's the underlying theme of this paper, but I
have been forced to think about the subject for at
least three different reasons. First, the epidemic of
violent crime in our society, and the public debate
about whether there would be less of it if we had gun
control and voluntary or involuntary censorship of the
mass media. How do we account for the popularity of
violence? Why does the body count that always starts
the eleven o'clock news or the murder and mayhem in the
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movies have such =e~n~t~e~r~t~a=i~~~~~~~
economic power very hard to

- erefore
==ee society .

Second, the relative s '
.
issue. Apart from a smal l pac
our churches have to say a bo
.
it awful?" I recently part ic i~ ~"'
examinations of candidates for
denomination. One of the exam
everybody trouble. Candidates
chapter in Genesis about cross ing
Lord destroys a whole army of pur~u~~
then a chapter in Revelation in
returns to crush his enemies, mean '
ity
outside the elect. The question as
reconcile these pictures of a God of
with the other biblical images of G
servant or a loving father? Mos t of
answers were the written equivale nt of s
The
suffering and death of innocent peop e
greatest barrier to faith in our t ' e , b ~ these future
clergy were quite unprepared to dea l
ith it. Th e i r
God is too civilized, too nice--or too far away.
Finally, I've become interested in the power of
myth and legend to reveal and rei nforce what a given
society really believes about human nat re and the
relation of the gods to human dest iny. Most of the
classic legends are about heroic but brutal combat and
most end in tragedy, at least for the en and women
involved. Scholars have shown that t he same old myths
keep reappearing in different form in different
societies. In our secular, scient ific age, s ur ely we
have outgrown fairy tales and Greek mythologi es. But
what has taken their place? What f unction s as myth
among us to express our deepest convictions and values
and our hopes for the future? Myth s often operate at
the unconscious level but they almost always take
dramatic formi they are incorporated in the stories we
tell our children or acted out in pub lic rituals like
the Superbowl or the Academy Awards.
If we can
identify such myths, what might they teach us about our
real attitudes toward violence or freedom or capricious
fate?
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Deep stuff, but before you settle into a Monday
evening nap, let me assure you that this will not be a
proper philosophical discourse. All I will attempt to
do all I have time to do--is to put forward a few
illustrations that may provoke your own further
reflections.
First, a legend from China.
When I say that in China, in Beijing's Forbidden
City, at a little museum of ancient dress and armament,
I have seen and touched a magic sworn, I do not expect
to be believed. The sword lies there dull and rusty
and as clumsy looking as others beside it in the case.
The jewelled hilt is tarnished with age and a golden
tassel hangs in rotten shreds. The casual visitor
passes it by as something not very unusual.
Few know
that it is indeed a Magic Sword. For centuries no man
has dared to test its powers - you will understand why
when I have told you the story - and so its fame has
dwindled.
It last belonged to a great knight of medieval
China. Precisely where he obtained it no one knows,
but there are other legends, presumably of the same
remarkable sword dating back many centuries before his
day. When knights were bold in ancient China they were
not, by western standards, also chivalrous. At least
this knight won his sword by treating the sacred person
of Woman roughly when she deserved it.
Once upon a time on a lonely road an innkeeper's
daughter set about amassing a dowry for herself by
selling drugged wine to travelers, with the intention
of robbing and disposing of them. With whatever passed
for girlish charms and teasing glances in those days,
she'd urge them to another drink and then another until
the slowly acting drug overpowered them. Then she
called Father, who promptly strangled them while she
went through their pockets. The bodies were no problem
to this cool couple. A few fingers were cut off to be
thrown to the family pigs and the rest of the corpse
soon joined its predecessors in a huge pit nearby.
One day our famous knight chanced by accompanied
by two men at arms. The road had been a long and dusty
one and all desired refreshment. They entered the inn
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and ordered the usual snack f
en, wine by
the jar, a barrel of rice and
ds of beef.
Now he would never have lived
ous knight if
he had not also been a caut io
besides, what
was that pig gnawing at in the ~
He insisted on
his companions drinking severa r
before he
started and when the maiden urg
0 drink more he
only pretended to do so. When
s men yawn
drowsily and suddenly slip sense ass
their stools,
he immediately did the same. Fa
daughter were
none the wiser. They began t h e ir
on the first
fallen without so much as gla nc ' g _ef or right. with
a yowl and a shivering sword t he
ig t jumped forward.
One blow sent the old man's head thro gh the doorway,
but before he could wind up for a seco d stroke the
girl was running for the same exi . Be had time only
to kick a stool into her path and ,
c ily, she tripped
over this and fell.
As he stood glowering over her, she cried, "It
would pay you, Sir, not to kill me," or words to that
effect. The details here are not clear. But later it
was learned she told him where to find the Magic Sword,
in exchange for sparing her life. The pri ze was not
only of the finest steel and able to cut through the
heaviest armor as easily as lighte ning shatters a tree.
I t not only assured invincibility to the man who
wielded it but, said she, it was ab le to act entirely
by itself. For its most peculiar quality was this;
whenever one said to it the simple words "Come to me,
my blade", immediately it would fly through the air and
bury itself in his heart. She did not have the weapon
i n the house, she said, but she would tell him where to
f ind it and he might kill her if she spoke one word
false. At this point, the most reliable scholars
maintain, she directed him to the pit of corpses.
It would be interesting to know whether the poor
girl ever found a husband and, if so, how long he
lived. At any rate the two friends soon recovered and
a few hours later they all rode off again. A new sword
hung at the knight's saddle but about its origin no one
has learned any more than I have told you, from that
day to this.
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His good fortune had come at the right time. He
was on his way to Beijing. The famous knight was
getting no younger, but at the same time he was getting
no nearer his great ambition, to be Captain of the
Imperial Guard. Unfortunately the only way to rise in
the profession of knighthood was over other men's
bodies.
I have said that he was a prudent man.
Heretofore he had never dared to challenge the present
captain of the Guard. The issue would have been too
much in doubt. But with a Magic Sword he would chance
it. If after a few trials on the bodies of lesser men
it proved to be all that he supposed, why then he could
challenge with confidence the first fighter in the
land. The glories of Beijing would be at his command.
He thought of the scrolls he might hang in his home and
of the monuments that would be erected. History would
record his name and remember with praise his ancestors.
Arriving in the city, he set about his plans and
events moved quickly. The trial battles were
completely successful. He had a short but powerful
physique and it was in the best of condition. But with
such a weapon as the new sword he might have been a
ninety pound weakling and still win.
So the day of the
great challenge came. Huge crowds turned out,
including many of the court and nearly all the army.
There were therefore many witnesses to what I'm about
to describe.
They fought on foot, as was the custom for
challenges involving one's career. The first half
hour, as they tested each other's style and strategy,
was very dull. The captain was greatly favored but he
was no fool either, and did not rush things. For a
long while they parried and slashed at the rising dust.
Then with a great crashing and howling they began in
earnest. The knight gradually realized that his
opponent was at least as well equipped, perhaps
magically, as he was. Twice he banged through the
other's defenses only to find that his sword did not
cut through the captain's armor "as easily as
lightening shatter a tree." And twice he had smashed
the captain's blade a blow fierce enough to snap any
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normal sword but it had he ld
began to wonder if he was in ~'~,--~~

He

The captain was hav ing
than an hour now they had hea
fought; it was still a draw
rapidly.
So the captain c hang
direct attack on the knight 's _ .
disarming him.
He tried again
twist the weapon from his r iva I
that reminded the knight of one
willing by now to try anyth ing.

re

They stepped back and beg
seeming to relax in order to cat
for a telling blow.
In one o f
cried out:
"So it is my sword y
that is very simple.
It is a Mag '
the right wards it will fly t o yo
Just ask for it, Just say 'Come to

ow

"
The sword seemed to writhe i
Shuddering, it broke loose, leaped .
great flashing silver arc and t urn '
itself in the astonished knight 's s i
And as I said, this same s wor
in a little museum in the Forb idden
knows the legend doubts that it rea
sword. At least, for centuries ,
called for.
The tale does not have t he
expect but it is still instructi
saying that human beings are not
Sin; they are no inherently e vil ,
stupid and therefore, in the e nd ,
destructive. The real hero in
but a scholar.
By giving h imse f
wisdom and humility a schola r wi
survive. That too may have been
myth they preferred to teach, e
this story.
Only the infer ior
Even to slap another person is sc_

a

o

been

e
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destructive, a loss of face to the one who allows
himself to be provoked into a physical, personal
attack.
The tale of the Magic Sword has many parallels in
the mythology of the West: Achilles and Hercules,
Parsifal and Lanceloti heroic figures, invincible
weapons, tiny flows, fatal mistakes; sometimes "hoist
with their own petard", as the knight was, more often
(and here we differ from the Chinese) defeated by an
intervention of the jealous Gods.
In traditional China
the gods did not actively intervene. When sufficiently
provoked they withdrew their support. For example, it
was the business of the emperor to maintain the moral
and political order of society. When he failed to do
so and was replaced by a new regime it was said that he
had simple "lost the mandate of Heaven", not that God
had chosen a new king.
Here let me pause for two observations. One is
that children who love adventure stories and play, as I
did, with armies of toy soldiers and fight imaginary
duels with plastic weapons, do not necessarily grow up
to be wife beaters and criminals. They are normally
quite able to distinguish between fantasy and real
life. We saw recent proof of this on opening Day when
an umpire dropped dead before 50,000 people including
thousands of children who had never seen a real person
die before. This was not Nintendo, or a cartoon or a
gangster movie but a life, and they were stunned.
Moreover, children view media violence in their own way
and may draw conclusions opposite to the ones we might
expect. When my son was young and television was
young, filled with western shootouts and the adventures
of Hopalong cassidy, I was surprised to hear him say
"Daddy, when I grow up I'm going to be a baddy."
Trying not to look surprised, I asked why.
"When they
shoot they always miss and don't hurt anybody", was his
reply. The violent content of our entertainment may
not always be as important as the meanings we draw from
it. There seems to be general agreement that there is
a connection between excessive mayhem in the mass media
and the increase of violent crime in real life but the
nature of that connection remains in doubt. More about
that shortly.

3
My second observation is
the intervention of the gods ,
popular religion while almost
culture--a curious contradict i
that folk religion (as opposed
of churches) ascribes to Provider
that happens, from narrow escapes
disasters.
"The Lord wills it "
Not for me it doesn't, but for co
it is the only meaning they have
insecurity and irrationality of
' fe
it.
In our time there has been a greaoccult, of witchcraft and belie f i
everywhere. They are worn as a mu e~
fashionable ladies who could not te
women who wear a cross or a cruc ifix
'accessory' but at some level I expe
witchcraft.
On the other hand, we seem to be
culture in which everything can be exp~~~.~
God.
Of course that means accepting
universe of awareness and a certa in pess~'~~
future.
My friend Roy Larsen th inks
for life today is the Superdome and
is what we act out inside it. A s uperd e
system in which most of us are spectators ,
transcends it. Not even the wea ther br
Inside, we identify ourselves with one t
other. We groan and cheer.
It may be
struggle, the Game of the century.
o·
One? There is little we can do to ef fect
but there is enough of chance to make ' c
Individual skills and well coached tea:
difference. We learn from that.
If
celebration lasts a day or two.
always another game, another seaso .
very 'here and now' and "just a gane ,
significance. The metaphor is a b ' c
but Americans re-enact the same
until i t becomes part
in part who we really
is really like.
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Myths and legends may be part of the prevailing
religion or they may be quite independent of religion,
secularized versions of tales from other times and
places. One recurrent image is the Warrior God, the
hero as Savior: Robin Hood, Batman, Superman, or in a
more violent mode, Rocky, Mad Max, the Terminator,
Lethal weapon and the rest. What accounts for their
enormous appeal? What do they have in common? How
does a horror film convey a message of hope? They are
all variations on the same theme of rescue and
retribution, by a fearless hero and his magical
weapons.
In the right hands and under the right
circumstances, only the most destructive force can save
us. That is why we are fascinated by nuclear weapons
and star wars technology: they enable us to defeat and
dominate anyone who threatens us.
This is what Paul Riceur and Walter Wink call the
myth of redemptive violence.
It is not that we are
addicted to violence per se, but we see no viable
alternative.
stories of love and compassion and self
sacrifice also have power among us but they lack the
immediacy and finality of the stories of rescue and
vengeance. Thus so called action films are also films
of deliberate exploitation; they appeal not only to our
primitive blood lust but also exploit the fear and
frustration of those who live in a world where no one
is safe, not even the most powerful among us, not even
heads of state.
Redemptive violence is destructive power used to a
good end, as God destroyed the first born of Egypt to
liberate the children of Israel, or as he will destroy
the forces of evil at the Last Judgment, when the human
story ends. Hollywood too has an apocalyptic but it is
an apocalypse without God and it is profoundly
pessimistic about man.
How the old stories return in new forms!
The
ancestor of Hollywood's visions may be found in the
story of Marduk of Babylon. You remember Marduk, don't
you? Before the world was created, he and the other
gods were the offspring of Apsu and Tiamet, the fresh
and salt water seas. Because the playing of the
younger gods annoys them, their parents resolve to kill
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them. But their plot beco
instead kills Apsu. Tiamet
the other gods turn in terror
Marduk; he agrees to kill Ti
supreme power over the rest of
kills Tiamet by capturing her .
wind down her throat and shoot ·
distended belly. He then spl its
stretches her corpse full length,
Then another god is executed and f~
beings are created to be serva nts

er

This story is almost the reverse
story on which we were raised. As
"Creation is an act of violence ... Or er .
by means of disorder. The univers e .
dismembered corpse of an evil creature ,
symbolizes chaos. Humanity owes its
to
an act of murder. Evil is prior to g
inheres in the godhead."
(Engagi nrg the •
14 -16,
paraphrased) In this view of the wor d
ere
0
reason to ask, "why do bad things happen
g
people?" Evil is simply a primordial fa
part of the
way things are. The universe is a king
e gods
rule through a warrior king. Chaos constan ly
threatens, and the duty of the warrior- '
' s to crush
it wherever it appears. That is rede pt ·ve v'o ence
and it made of Babylon a might, ruthless ecpire.
I

Now forget the pantheon of gods; bri g the story
under the tent of the superdome into the h ere and now,
it does not take much imagination to trans ate the
ancient myth into a Hollywood scr ipt invading aliens or
Schwarzenegger run amok. At the heart of
e yth is a
demonizing of the Orher--whoever is feared or isn't
understood. The Enemy must be irrefo
e
irredeemable. Only his destructi on by
ence can
assure us safety and then only for a
Negotiation, forgiveness, reconc iliat io
There is no way to work out our own sa
must fight for us. Walter Wink descr '
e process
in this way:
An indestructible good guy is
to an irreformable and equa l y
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guy.
Nothing can kill the good guy, though for
the first three quarters of the ... show he suffers
grievously, appearing hopelessly trapped, until
somehow the hero breaks free, vanquishes the
villain, restores peace and order and wins the
fair maiden--at least until the sequel appears.
The impermanence of the victory is an important
part of the myth. A real hero is also, in the end, a
tragic figure, one who, at the height of his powers,
self-destructs, like our Chinese knight, or O.J.
Simpson, Marilyn Monroe or Jimmy Dean.
I don't know
why this needs to be so. Perhaps we are jealous as the
gods of Greek mythology were jealous. Perhaps we all
have a death wish and expect our heroes to have one
also.
Malcolm Boyd is an Episcopal clergyman who as a
young man was a pUblicist for Mary Pickford and coproducer with her and Buddy Rogers of many films in the
40s and 50s.
Soon after attending seminary he wrote a
book about his Hollywood experiences called The
Celebrity Gods.
I believe he invented the term.
In it
he traces the rise of the star system, the massive
merchandising campaigns that turn talented individuals
into larger than life symbols, into literally mythical
figures, like the heroes and heroines of old. They and
their promoters are well rewarded but as human beings
they often pay a terrible price.
For comic relief take Liberace, neither God nor
hero but celebrity indeed. Boyd describes his
triumphant arrival in London. THE MOM CULT IS HERE
cried a London newspaper and then said, "He is their
dimple-cheeked god." Later, Liberace received the
press "in a cerise black-embroidered sweater, silken
black trousers and black alligator shoes." He
complained that British newspaper references to momism
had so upset his mother that she had been bed-ridden
ever since. He went on:
"I'm rather bitter. TO
mention momism--to refer to my love for my mother, in
the same way as Communism or Nazism, is something I
cannot imagine anyone in their right mind would do.
It
also stung rather deeply the people in my party who
naturally think I am pretty good, pretty nice. My work
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supports 54 families of
people." etc.

s ~~~~ .~~~5Q~

When asked about Londo
hotel, Liberace said, "Every
number of non-believers a nd e
that is why they shot Linco ln
ho

Nothing is sacred, noth ing
is created by the mass media ,
demands of an adoring public.
in ambiguous conflict between the
personality created by the lege
underneath it all, whom God creat
are usually fleeting.
Being 'on t
a flag pole, perilous, distant fro
relationships and always threatened
take one's place. More than tha t, ce~
expected to fail.
other gods may d Oe
but in this myth one rises first and
Boyd observes that "We share vicar "
obviously tragi-comic lives, la ronde,
of a happiness that must pall, the noc
dim, the big money that must decre ase
passionate love affair on three cant ·
usually concludes in a dull courtroo ,
sensational young death (in a batht
alcoholism, in suicide)."
As spectators in the superdo e of
their success and joy, beauty and r ic
sort of life we might wish for ourse_
also in their sudden fall and trag -c
is part of our experience.
"Come t
What might have been, had we been
or born in a different time and p
more hopeful and humane.
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THE SEARCH FOR LONGITUDE
On October 22nd 1707, Admiral Sir Clowdisley
Shovell was headed back to England from a victorious
engagement against the French Mediterranean Squadron
off Gibraltar. He and the crews of his flotilla of
five British Men-of-War were looking forward to a
triumphant return. The weather had been foggy for the
past few days and the Admiral was concerned about just
where the fleet was. He assembled his navigators
aboard the flag ship to compare notes. They reached
the consensus that the fleet was on a course homeward
bound, well to the west of the rocky Isles of Scilly at
the southwest tip of Britain. The navigators were
wrong.
Instead of miles to the east, the Isles of
Scilly were dead ahead. HMS Association struck first
and sank in minutes with all hands. Before they had
time to change course to avoid the danger, the Eagle,
the Romney and another ship of the squadron crashed
into the rocks to a watery grave.
It was a disastrous
loss of four ships and over two thousand troops. The
wreck of ~dmiral Shovell's fleet was probably the worst
to that tlme but there were many serious and costly

